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Introduction 
The internet has made planning trips to any destination much easier and accessible for all kinds of 

people. Information and destination details that were once only available to Travel agents are now 

available to anyone with internet access. However, no system or tool currently exists for the average 

person to summarize their trip on one place to easily access while in the planning stages, while traveling 

or to share the entirety of their trip with friends, family and coworkers. This website provides a way for 

travelers to store all of their trip information in one place to easily see what has been planned, what 

details need to be taken care of and easily coordinate plans with travel companions.  

 



 

 

Executive Summary 

 

 

Screener Survey 
Below are survey questions and findings from 27 participants. 

 

What is your age? 

1. 18-24 

2. 25-35 

3. 36-45 

4. 46-55 

5. 56+ 

 

How often do you travel?  

1. Less than once a year  

2. Once a year 

3. Twice a year 

4. Three or more times per year 

 

How many people do you typically travel with? 

1. I travel alone. 

2. 1-2 

3. 3+ 

 

I make most of my travel plans: 

1. On my phone 

2. On a tablet 

3. On a laptop or desktop 

4. Someone else makes my travel plans for me 

 

How do you usually share your travel plans with travel companions?  

1. Through Email 

2. Over the Phone 

3. Through Text Message 

4. In person 



 

 

Do you prefer to make all of your travel plans before you leave home or figure it out as you go? 

1. Before I leave 

2. Figure it out as I go 

3. A little bit of both 

 

How long do your trips typically last? 

1. 1-4 days 

2. 5-8 days 

3. 9-14 days 

4. 14+ days 

 

How long do you typically spend planning your trips? 

1. A few days 

2. 1-2 Weeks 

3. 3-4 weeks 

4. More than a month 

 

When you travel, do you often visit more than one city or destination? How many? 

 

What websites do you usually use to plan trips online? EX: Expedia, TriVaGo, AirBnB 

 

 

Summary of Findings  

This survey was incredibly beneficial in determining what was important to participants during their 

process of planning a trip. There were several surprising findings, the most so being that most 

coordinate their travel plans over text rather than through emails or any other form of communication. I 

was also made aware of several useful tools for planning a trip, including Tripadvisor which will be 

further explored in the Competitive Analysis. I was also surprised to find that only one participant had 

ever used a travel agent.  



 

Participant Interviews  
Below are the 10 questions asked to 4 interview participants: 

 

1. Tell me about the last time you planned a trip: 

2. What is the best trip you have ever been on? Why? 

3. What is your favorite part about planning a trip? What is your least favorite part? 

4. When you travel, do you often visit more than one city or destination? How many? 

5. You said you share most of your travel plans with others over (Text/Email/In 

person/Ect.). What issues have you experienced with using this method? 

6. You said you usually visit more than one city when you travel, how do you usually get 

from place to place? (Ex: rental car, train, plane) 

7. When doing research, do you look for popular attractions or more intimate tips from 

locals? 

8. What kind of tools would make your trip planning easier? 

9. Do you make most of the travel plans when traveling with others or do you prefer to 

make it a collaborative effort? 

10. You said you use X (ex: Tripadvisor, Airbnb, Pinterest) site/app to plan your trips, could 

you explain how you use that site and why you prefer it? 

  

 

Summary of Findings  

A common complaint among participants was that coordinating schedules was a huge barrier to begin 

planning a trip. Frequently, the process started and ended here with many trips never coming to 

fruition. Accommodations for health needs for themselves or travel companions was also a barrier in 

making travel plans. 

 

Tell me about the last trip you planned. 

I tried to plan a girls trip for Florida but was unsuccessful because we couldn't coordinate days 

that worked for everybody's busy schedule. 

 

Many participants said they enjoy the part of planning that requires them to find attractions, sights to 

see and restaurants to try but greatly disliked the process of making reservations, finding flights and 

buying tickets. Participants mentioned being fearful that they would buy tickets or make reservations for 

the wrong day and end up missing things or wasting money. One participant said they would only go on 

a trip longer than a few days if someone else planned it for them entirely.  

 

What is your favorite part about planning a trip? What is your least favorite part? 

Reading trip blogs and putting all the pieces together on an excel document is my favorite, my 

least favorite is committing to things like plane tickets and car rentals. 

 



 

Many said that sharing plans with travel companions was difficult but those who used email experienced 

less issues. Making plans over text message was only effective for short trips or for early planning stages.  

 

Participants were split when asked if they would rather see big attractions or “live like locals” but the 

general consensus was that they prefered a bit of both. Most participants from both the survey and 

interviews said their favorite trips were with loved ones to locations they had never been before.  

 

What is the best trip you’ve ever been on? 

Disney honeymoon! It was just us, very relaxing, and we could do whatever we wanted with no 

time limits. We had plans for each day but could change/ adjust them whenever because we 

didn’t have anyone else’s schedule to worry about. We ended up having a ton of cool experiences 

that were spontaneous “let’s just drive around and see what we can find” things to do. 

 

When asked what could make their trip planning process easier, two participants mentioned wanting to 

see their tip on a map so they could make sure they had not planned events or booked hotels too far 

from each other. While most said they rent a car while traveling, they stressed that they did not want to 

travel more than necessary once they reached their destinations.  

 

What could make your trip planning process easier? 

Well, my least favorite is booking the travel arrangements and making sure I didn't make a 

mistake, such as booking a room too far away from the place we want to visit. It would be nice 

to see where things are in relation to each other.  

 

Participants said the most useful tools in planning their trips included: Google Maps, Airbnb, Pinterest, 

and Tripadvisor. These tools allowed users to explore several options, get recommendations and ratings 

and plot their trip on a map.  

 

What one participant said about using Pinterest: 

If I search "Ireland travel tips" it will bring up like, 700 blogs where people have written about 

their trips and I really like that personal touch. I can sense out the type of person they are and if 

we are interested in the same thing. It’s cool to see their opinions. Whereas Tripadvisor just gives 

you the big top destinations. Also, people tag pictures of places in Ireland that I’ve never heard of 

so I can look it up and learn more. 

 

 

 


